6. A maximum in situ ice density of 0.9206 g/cm3
was measured at a depth of about 1,000 rn. The
density then decreased progressively to 0.9170
g/cm3 near the bottom. Gradual but significant
expansion of the ice is following its release from
high confining pressure, as evidenced by the decrease in density of cores rerneasured as little as
two months after they were drilled.
7. Measurements of the electrolytic conductivity of
melted samples have indicated very low levels of
dissolved solids at all depths in the ice sheet.
The median value of the 45 samples of dirt-free
ice tested is 2.1 mho/cm, which is equivalent
to a dissolved ion content of less than 1.0 ppm.
A total of 59 tubes of 1.5-rn cores, including the
bottom 5 m of dirty ice and samples used for random
checks of density, crystal structure, and other features,
were returned to CRREL for further studies.
Additional field studies in Antarctica included (1)
remeasuring ice movement and ablation of the Koettlitz Glacier ice tongue, (2) further measurements of
deformation in the 10-year-old drill hole at the old
Byrd Station, and (3) resurveying and remeasuring
the two long accumulation-stake lines at Byrd Station.

change in azimuth of the strain network was made to
permit the calculation of displacement vectors for the
strain-network control points, which, in turn, will
facilitate an evaluation of the influence of the surrounding ice shelf upon the Roosevelt Island ice cap.
The vertical control was extended to define more
precisely the step-like surface profile near the edges
of the ice cap and to relate all measurements to a
common datum.
Field operations were conducted in four phases.
First, a reconnaissance was made to relocate and remark the control points on the strain network. Second,
measurements were taken on the network lines with
an MRA-2 Tellurometer system mounted on a Trackmaster. Third, three wire levels were run with a Zeiss
Ni2 automatic level to establish vertical control on the
network. (Small networks at the north and south
edges of the ice cap were tied in by barometric leveling.) Fourth, astronomic observations were taken to
determine the true azimuth of critically located lines.
All instruments and systems proved reliable, and
the party was fortunate in having uniformly good
weather.

Geophysical Studies along the
Byrd Station Strain Network

Ice-Flow Studies on Roosevelt Island

GILBERT DEWART

J. L. CLAPP

Institute of Polar Studies
Ohio State University

Department of Civil Engineering
University of Wisconsin (Madison)
During the 1967-1968 austral summer, the third
season of intensive study of ice flow was completed on
Roosevelt Island. During the first two seasons, a
strain-rate network was established and the depth,
subsurface conditions, and accumulation of the ice
were determined.
The field work during the 1967-1968 season was
conducted by the author and two associates, John C.
Albright and James D. Gruendler. The work included
determination of the surface configuration of the ice
cap at the boundary between the grounded ice and the
Ross Ice Shelf, remeasurement of approximately 700
km of strain network, determination of the change in
azimuth of the network due to ice flow, and extension of precise vertical control over approximately
300 km of the ice cap.
Data on the surface configuration were taken in
order to study the possible relationship of surface
characteristics to small variations in the bedrock formation and the pressure of the adjacent ice shelf. The
strain network was remeasured to determine the surface strain rates. The determination of the absolute
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Seismic and gravity observations were made along
the strain-measurement network northeast of Byrd
Station from November 1967 until January 1968.
The array of stakes parallels the ice-flow line from the
Ross Sea—Amundsen Sea ice divide to Byrd Station,
a distance of approximately 150 km. The main objective of the field investigations was to determine the
subglacial topography in this region, with the ultimate
goal of establishing an ice-flow relationship that will
explain the measured strain rates and morphology of
the glacier surface. Another objective was to find if
any correlation exists between events revealed on the
seismic-reflection records and major changes in the
physical properties of the ice disclosed by cores obtained by the deep-drilling program at Byrd Station.
Reflection shots to determine the ice thickness and
the strike and dip of the glacier bed were made at
several points along the network. Wide-angle reflections were recorded to determine the average vertical
seismic-wave velocity, and up-hole and short refraction measurements were made for the calculation of
compressional- and shear-wave velocities in the snowfirn layer.
Gravity observations were made at all stakes of the
strain network with a Worden gravimeter in order to
ANTARCTIC JOURNAL

provide more detail on the subglacial topography than
would be available from the seismic sounding alone.
The gravity survey was carried out in a series of
loops, with frequent reoccupation of stations. A new
gravity base was established at Byrd Station and tied
to the base station at McMurdo.
Preliminary results indicate that the bedrock topography beneath the Byrd strain network is fairly irregular. The ice thickness increases irregularly from
about 2,400 m near Byrd Station to more than 3,000
m at the end of the network, indicating that the glacier bed is several hundred meters lower beneath the
ice divide than it is under Byrd Station. Relatively
small reflections preceding and following the main
bottom reflection have been noted on the seismic
records. The relationship, if any, of these events to
the deep-core record will be investigated.

UPPER ATMOSPHERE PHYSICS
Magnetospheric Studies Using
Balloon-Borne Instrumentation
JAMES R. BARCUS, FRANK E. WHITE, and
PAUL R. WILLIAMSON
Department of Physics
University of Denver
In continuation of our previous summer's investigation of the precipitation of energetic electrons out of
the magnetosphere (Barcus et al., 1967), a second
series of high-altitude balloon flights was conducted
from Byrd Station during January and February
1968. During the same period, a similar series of
flights was carried out in an area that is magnetically
conjugate to that of Byrd Station—near Hudson
Bay in northern Canada. Polyethylene balloons of
100,000 cu-ft capacity and payload instrumentation
consisting of energetic-particle and X-ray detectors,
associated pulse-analysis circuitry, and telemetry gear
were similar to those used previously.
The surface winds and weather conditions at Byrd
Station were generally quite favorable for balloon
inflation and release; on only two occasions were
surface conditions so severe as to force postponements
of planned releases. Extremely light stratospheric
winds over Byrd Station and excellent balloon and
payload performances combined to yield an average
of about 40 hours of useful data per flight. Unfortunately, meteorological conditions in the vicinity of
Hudson Bay were most unfavorable, both at the
surface and in the stratosphere. As a result, only a
limited amount of new information relating to conJuly-August 1968

jugate features of electron precipitation was obtained.
Two intervals of enhanced solar activity occurred
during the flight series although the resulting levels
of geophysical disturbance were not particularly
outstanding. Nevertheless, typical auroral-zone activity was frequently encountered, and a number of
new and significant observations were recorded by
our instruments in both hemispheres. While the
analysis of the observations is incomplete at this
time, some preliminary results concerning two special
types of electron precipitation observed over Byrd
Station will be noted briefly here.
Sudden Commencement Precipitation
Geomagnetic sudden commencements or sudden
impulses are believed to be the result of the impact of
solar plasma on the Earth's magnetosphere or of
violent but transient readjustments of the magnetic
intensity in the extended geomagnetic cavity. On
only a few occasions have observations been reported
of energetic electron precipitation accompanying these
unusual perturbations. Thus, there is considerable
current interest in examining such occurrences in
detail in order to establish better the character of the
radiation, its origin, and its relation to the more
common forms of electron precipitation observed in
the auroral zones.
At 1440 UT (0640 Byrd local time) on January'
26, a very rapid and pronounced increase in bremsstrahlung X-radiation was observed by our instruments at 8 9/cm2 residual atmospheric depth (Fig.
1). This increase was due to the bombardment of
the upper atmosphere by electrons with energies exceeding 20 key. The radiation enhancement was
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Figure 1. Enhancement in bremsstrahlung radiation due to
the precipitation of energetic electrons accompanying and
following a geomagnetic sudden commencement disturbance
on January 26, 1968.
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